We decompose the differences in the profitability of time-series (TS) and cross-sectional (CS) strategies into the following components (i) risk premium, (ii) market timing, and (iii) asset selection. The risk premium and market timing components are due to the time-varying long positions that the TS strategy takes in the aggregate market, and the asset selection component is due to differences in individual assets selected by TS and CS strategies. When we use past returns as predictors, the differences between the profitability of TS and CS strategies are entirely due to risk premium and market timing for both individual stocks and international assets. When we use financial ratios as predictors, the differences are sometimes due to asset selection. * Preliminary and Incomplete.
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Much of the literature that examines return predictability based on past returns uses crosssectional tests. For example, Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) rank the cross-section of stocks each month based on their return over the past six months and form decile portfolios each month. DeBondt and Thaler (1985) and Jegadeesh (1990) sort stocks at selected points in time based on past returns and find evidence of returns reversals. Numerous other studies also use such crosssectional tests to examine stock return predictability based on stock characteristics such as size and book-to-market ratios.
Recently Moskowitz, Oui, and Pedersen (2012, MOP henceforth) report a time-series momentum strategy with multiple asset classes is also profitable. The time series strategy takes a long or short position on an asset by only looking back at its own performance during the formation period, and not based on its relative rank across a cross-section. Asness, Moskowitz, and Pedersen (2013) report that cross-sectional strategies using the same set of assets as MOP is also profitable. However, MOP find a significantly positive alpha of 76 basis points per month when time-series momentum profit is regressed against cross-sectional momentum profits, which seems to suggest that the time-series strategy is more profitable. In contrast, Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, and Schrimpf (2012) examine momentum strategies for currencies and report that the time-series strategy is less profitable than a cross-sectional strategy and that the cross-sectional strategy has a much higher average excess return and Sharpe Ratio.
Time-series and cross-sectional strategies using the same set of assets exhibit different levels of profitability; for some assets the excess returns for time-series strategy is bigger but smaller for others. The literature examines time-series strategies with various asset classes including stock indices, bonds, commodity futures and currencies but does not consider individual stocks. However, a large majority of papers in this literature use the cross-sectional approach with individual stocks. For example, DeBondt and Thaler (1985) and Jegadeesh (1990) document long-term and short-term reversals, respectively, and Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) and Rouwenhorst ( 1998) document intermediate-term momentum using the cross-sectional approach.
So a natural question that arises is whether there are systematic differences between time-series and cross-sectional strategies with individual stocks.
We examine the performance of time-series (TS) strategies with individual U.S. stocks.
We use an approach similar to that in MOP (2012) and take long and short positions in each stock 2 based on their past excess returns over horizons ranging from one to 60 months. For example, when we use a one-month formation period, we take long positions in all stocks with positive excess returns the previous month and short positions in other stocks. We first evaluate the performance of this strategy and compare it with a cross-sectional (CS) strategy that takes long positions in stocks that have returns greater than the cross-sectional average and short positions otherwise.
We find striking differences between the results for the TS strategies and the corresponding CS strategies. For example, a CS strategy that ranks stocks based on past onemonth return and holds it for one month (we will refer to this strategy as 1x1 strategy; more generally the first number is the formation period and the second number is the holding period) earns an annualized return of −5.09%. In contrast, the 1x1 TS strategy earns positive excess returns of 4.02%. Similarly, the 60x60 CS strategy earns significantly negative annualized return of−2.08%, but the TS strategy earns significantly positive excess return of 7.50%. For the 6x6 strategy, both CS and TS approaches earn significantly positive excess returns.
Several recent papers attempt to provide equilibrium explanations for time-series predictability because of the apparent differences between time-series and cross-sectional strategies (e.g. Zhou and Zhu, 2013 and He and Li, 2014) . Why are profits for the cross-sectional and time-series strategies different? Why do these differences vary across horizons? Do we need different models to explain predictability based on cross-sectional strategies and time-series strategies? The answers to these questions are important to get a clearer picture of the risk/return tradeoffs inherent in these strategies and for assessing the empirical support for various rational and behavioral models in the literature.
A key difference between the TS and CS strategies is the threshold for taking long or short positions in an asset. The TS strategies use a fixed threshold of zero excess returns during the ranking period to assign stocks to the long and short side. In contrast the CS strategy uses average ranking period returns of the sample assets as the threshold. This difference in threshold would have a big impact particularly when the average ranking period return is large in magnitude. For example, if the average ranking period return were 30%, a number of stocks with positive excess returns would be on the short side in a CS strategy but on the long side in the TS 3 strategy. We can think of such differences as being due to stock selection, or more generally due to asset selection criteria.
We show that there are also two additional differences between the TS and CS strategies, which are due to (i) risk premium and (ii) market timing. The time-series strategy takes the same dollar position in each risky asset, long if the past excess return is positive and short otherwise. If more than half the assets have positive past excess returns in any given month, the portfolio for that month would have a net long position in risky assets and net short position otherwise.
1 If the average premium earned by risky assets is positive over the sample period then the TS strategy takes a net long active position on average. In contrast, the CS strategy takes a zero net active position because it invests equal amounts in long and short positions each period. Therefore, the net non-zero active investment taken by the TS strategy earns the corresponding risk premium relative to the CS strategy. We show that this component is equal the return earned by investing the average net long position in the equal weighted index of all assets over the entire sample period.
A market timing component is also inherent in the TS strategy. Generally, the difference between the number of assets with positive and negative past excess returns is larger after an up market than after a down market. So the TS strategy takes a larger net long position in the risky assets following up markets than down markets, and therefore attempts to time the market. We show that market timing component equals the covariance between the net long position for a particular period and the equal weighted index return during that period. The sign of this component is in general the same as that of the correlation between equal-weighted index return during the formation period and holding period market returns, and it equals zero if equal weighted return is unpredictable. We show that this component can be earned by investing the net long active position in each period in the equal-weighted index rather than in any of the constituent stocks.
The risk premium component is earned by the TS strategy for the average active positions taken by this strategy. This component is not related to any time-series pattern of individual 1 Because we consider excess returns in our portfolio strategies, we implicitly borrow any investment in the risky assets at the riskfree rate and we invest all proceeds from short positions in the riskfree asset. Therefore, each leg of the strategy is a net zero-dollar position. However, the net position in the risky assets is in general non-zero for the time-series strategy because the number of long stocks and short stocks are not equal. We will refer to net non-zero positionsinriskyassetsas"active"positions.
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assets and it is not related to any behavioral model about their prices. The market timing component is earned by the time-series strategy by taking the net long or short position of the time-series strategy in the equal weighted index of all assets rather than choosing particular positions in individual assets. So this component could be relevant when we are interested in examining predictability of index returns but it is not relevant for understanding individual asset price predictability. The stock selection component, however, is driven by the behavior of individual asset prices. Therefore, if this component were a significant source of difference, then the TS and CS tests will have different implications for behavioral models related to individual stocks.
Lo and Mackinlay (1990) and Jegadeesh and Titman (1995) present decompositions of the profits to past return based CS strategies to examine underlying behavioral biases. In contrast, we decompose the difference between the TS and the CS strategies and present the portfolio strategies that underlie each component. The risk and the stock selection components that we identify are not relevant in their analysis. The market timing component we identify can be related to what these two papers refer to as a lead-lag effect or a delayed reaction effect.
However, our analysis shows that this component is a property of the equal-weighted index and it does not have implications for the behavior of individual asset prices beyond that. We can use our decomposition to compare any two strategies while Lo and Mackinlay and Jegadeesh and Titman present decompositions for a type of past-returns based strategies with weights proportional to past returns.
We find that the differences between excess returns to the TS and the CS strategies with U.S. stocks using past returns as predictor variables are entirely due to the risk premium and market timing components. The risk premium component increases with the horizon of ranking period returns and it is significant for all horizons. The market timing component is significant for one-month ranking periods. The stock selection component is not a significant source of difference between these two strategies. We also find the asset selection is not a source of return difference between these two kinds of strategies both with all assets and within individual asset classes.
We also compare TS and CS strategies using financial ratios of individual U.S. stocks as predictor variables. The variables we consider are book/market, gross profit/assets, asset growth 5 and accruals/assets. The TS book/market strategy is profitable only because of the market timing and risk premium components but the CS book/market strategy profits from stock selection. The TS strategy with asset growth is not profitable after accounting for the risk premium component.
The stock selections components of the TS and CS strategies perform similarly with accruals/assets. When we use gross profit/assets as the predictor variable, the TS strategy is better at stock selection than the CS strategy.
Profitability of past return based strategies
Our main sample comprises common stocks in the 1946 to 2013 period. We include only common stocks with share codes 10 or 11 on CRSP. The last criterion filters out American depository receipts, units, American trust components, closed-end funds, preferred stocks and real estate investment trusts. For each portfolio formation date, we include only non-micro-cap stocks in the analysis. A micro-cap stock is defined as a stock below the 20 th percentile of NYSE market capitalization.
We examine the performance of a cross-sectional strategy and a time-series strategy similar to the one in MOP (2012). Specifically, we sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months. All portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month.
For the CS strategy, at each formation date, we sorts stocks into two equal-weighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average. We go long (short) in stocks with returns higher (lower) than the cross-sectional average. The returns to CS strategy are then difference between the returns to the long and short portfolios given by:
where 1 it R  is the formation period excess return on the i th stock, 1 t R  is the cross-sectional average of the formation period returns, and () NN  are the number of stocks with returns higher (lower) than the cross-sectional average. By construction, the CS strategy invests $1 each month on both the long and the short sides.
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For the TS strategy, we sort stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the riskfree rate. We go long (short) in stocks with excess returns higher (lower) than zero. Following MOP, the return to TS strategy is given by:
where N is the total number of stocks. We use a factor of two in the numerator of equation (2) to ensure that TS strategy is comparable to the CS strategy. In months where the number of stocks with positive formation period return is equal to the number of stocks with negative formation period return, a factor of two ensures that the TS strategy invests $1 each month on both the long and short sides.
The CS strategies that we examine are conceptually similar to those in the literature.
However, our strategies form only two portfolios with the entire sample of stocks while the literature typically examines the profitability of stocks with extreme returns during the formation period. We choose the two-portfolio strategy so that the results are more directly comparable with the TS strategy than the ones in the literature.
Panel A of Table 2 presents the excess returns for various TS strategies that vary the formation period and holding periods from one to 60 months. All strategies earn positive excess returns that tend to increase with the formation period. For example, the annualized excess returns for one-month formation period and one-month holding period strategy (which we will refertoasthe"1x1"strategy)is4.02%comparedwith9.25% for the 6x1 strategy and 6.42% for the 60x1 strategy.
Panel B of Table 2 presents the excess returns for the CS strategies. 2 The 1x1 CS strategy earns −5.09%, which is reliably less than zero. Our result is consistent with the evidence of shorthorizon contrarian profits in Jegadeesh (1990) . In contrast the 1x1 TS strategy in Panel A earns positive excess returns of 4.02%.
Similarly, the 60x60 CS strategy earns significantly negative returns of −2.00%, consistent with long-horizon return reversals that DeBondt and Tahler (1985) document. In contrast the 60x60 TS strategy earns significantly positive excess returns of 7.71%. Both CS and 7 TS 6x6 strategies earn significantly positive excess returns, which is consistent with the momentum evidence in Jegadeesh and Titman (1990) .
The primary difference between these strategies is that the TS strategy uses contemporaneous risk-free rate as the reference point for deciding on the long and short sides but the CS strategy uses equal-weighted index returns. Why does this difference in reference point result in excess returns of the opposite signs for TS and CS strategies at both the longest and shortest formation and holding periods? Which of these strategies are more consistent with behavioral models for individual stocks? We need to understand the sources of these differences to answer such questions.
Sources of difference between TS and CS strategy profits
Relegating the details to the Appendix A1, we can show that the difference between the average returns to the TS and CS strategy is given by: Table 3 presents the contribution of each of these three sources of difference. For ease of exposition, we present only the results for the six strategies with formation and holding periods of the same length. We compute the standard errors for the risk premia and market timing components using the standard errors we derive in Appendix A2. For the stock selection component, we use the regular time-series standard errors to compute the t-statistics since we observe this component each month.
The difference between TS and CS excess returns exhibit a U-shaped pattern, with the largest difference at the long and short ends. The differences are 9.12% and 9.71% for the 1x1 8 and 60x60 strategies respectively, which are both statistically significant. The differences for the 6x6 and 12x12 strategies are 1.89% and 1.73%, which are insignificant. Table 3 also presents average net long positions for the TS strategies. The net long for the 1x1 strategy is 12.40%, which indicates that on average for every $1 short in stocks, $1.124 was invested on the long side. Because more stocks on average earned positive than negative monthly excess returns during the sample period, the average net long position is positive. The net long increases monotonically with the formation period, from 12.40% for the 1x1 strategy to 99.40% for the 60x60 strategy. Sincetheoverallmarket'sexcessreturnswaspositiveduringthesample period, the strategy takes on relatively bigger long position as the formation period length increases.
The risk premia component of the difference is the return on the net long position over the sample period. For example, the net long component for the 1x1 strategy is the 0.124 time the average return of the equal-weighted index constructed with the stocks in the sample.
3 This component is significantly positive for all strategies, increasing monotonically from 1.09% for the 1x1 strategy to 9.69% for the 60x60 strategy. For the long formation period strategies, virtually all the difference between TS and CS strategies come from the net long positions.
We compute the market timing component each month as the product of the net long position for that month times the equal-weighted market return during the holding period. For example, the market timing component for the 1x1 strategy for month t is the long minus short active position constructed based on month t−1 excess returns times the equal-weighted index excess return in month t.
The market timing component accounts for most of the difference between the 1x1 TS and CS strategies. Specifically, this component accounts for 6.85% of the 9.12% difference. The finding that this component is positive indicates that when the TS strategy takes a more active long position, the market returns is on average positive during the holding period. The correlation between the net long weights and the equal-weighted index return during the formation period is 92%, and the source of this component is the positive first order serial correlation of the index.
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The risk premia and market timing components of the difference between the TS and CS strategy profits relate to the net long active position for the TS strategy. Figure 1 presents the net long positions for the 1x1, 6x6, 12x12, and 60x60 strategies. The net long positions become less volatile as the formation period increases as a higher fraction of stocks has positive long-horizon returns than short-horizon returns. In fact, the net long position is rarely negative for the 60x60 strategy.
The stock selection component is component is 1.18% for the 1x1 strategy, which is statistically significant. High frequency traders typically take contrarian positions to exploit return reversals at short horizons, and a positive stock selection component will hurt such strategies. Therefore, short-horizon contrarian strategies will be more profitable when past market return use market returns, rather than riskfree rate, as the reference point. For all the other strategies, the stock selection component is insignificant.
Seasonality
The literature documents that all past returns based CS strategies exhibit a pronounced January seasonality. For instance, short horizon and long horizon contrarian strategies are significantly more profitable in January than in other months (see DeBondt and Thaler, 1985 and Jegadeesh, 1990) . The intermediate term reruns also exhibit reversals in January in spite of return continuation or momentum in other months (e.g. Jegadeesh and Titman, 1993) . This section examine whether the TS strategy and the difference between TS and CS strategies exhibit any seasonality. Table 4 presents the TS and CS profits in January and non-January months. All CS strategies earn negative returns in January. For example, the returns for the 1x1 and the 60x60 strategies are −21.48% and −5.40% respectively. The CS returns monotonically increase in magnitude with formation period, which indicates larger reversals of shorter horizon returns. The non-January returns are similar to the results in Table 3 . Overall, these results are consistent with related evidence in the literature.
The TS strategies with formation periods of 12 months or shorter earn negative excess in January, compared with positive returns across all months. Although the point estimates of January excess returns are larger in magnitude than that in other months, they are not significant 10 because of the smaller sample size. The differences between CS and TS profits in January exhibit a U-shaped pattern similar to that in other months.
There are several interesting results when we consider sources of differences between TS and CS profits. Unlike in Table 3 , the average net long position in January for the one-month formation period is larger than that for three-to 12-month formation periods. This result indicates that the cross-sectional distribution of returns during the formation period (i.e. December) has a larger fraction of stocks with positive excess returns than in the latter formation periods.
The contribution of the risk premia component to difference in January is also larger than that in other months. For example, this component is 30.56% for the 60x60 strategy in January, compared with 7.79% in other months although the magnitudes of the net long position are about the same in both subperiods. The reason is that the average annualized equal-weighted excess return in January is 30.67% compared with 7.84% in other months. As a result, the risk premai component is much larger in January than in other months.
Another important difference is that the market timing component is not different from zero for the 1x1 strategy while in January, while it is the most significant component in other months. This result indicates that the correlation between December and January equal-weighted index returns is not different from zero. Also, the point estimate of the market timing components are large and negative in January for longer formation periods while they are close to zero in other months. The larger point estimates result from the January seasonality market return reversal that Jegadeesh (1993) documents. With the exception of the 1x1 strategy, the stock selection components are insignificant in both January and non-January months.
Zero net long decile strategies: TS0 and CS
Our decomposition indicates that the average net long position leading to risk premia and the variations in the net long positions leading to market timing are the reasons why the profits of TS strategies and CS strategies are different. Rather than rely on the decomposition, we can also directly examine the effect of time-varying net long positions taken by the TS strategies by modifying it so that the active dollar investment by the TS strategy is zero every month, which we do in this section. In addition, this section also considers decile strategies for the TS strategies, similar to those that the literature uses for CS strategies.
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Specifically, we again sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months and keep portfolios for a holding period of one month. For the CS strategy, at each formation date, we sorts stocks into ten equal-weighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average. Deciles one through five consist of stocks with prior returns lower than the cross-sectional average with decile one consisting of stocks with the prior returns lowest vis-à-vis the cross-sectional average. Deciles six through ten consist of stocks with prior returns higher than the cross-sectional average with decile ten consisting of stocks with the prior returns highest vis-à-vis the cross-sectional average. The TS0 strategy changes the reference point to the risk-free return over the same holding period; we add a zero to TS mnemonic to highlight that all the deciles in TS0 strategies invest $1 every month in the same way as that in CS strategies. Table 5 presents the excess returns for TS0 and CS decile portfolios. The winner minus loser portfolio is the zero net long portfolio for both TS0 and CS strategies. The returns on TS0 decile portfolios are generally the same as that of the corresponding CS portfolios. The winner minus loser returns are also almost equal in most instances. For the 6x1 strategy, winner minus loser return is 9.56% strategy for TS0 compared with 6.89% for the CS strategy. This difference is entirely due the loser portfolio returns, which is 2.71% for the TS0 strategy and 5.72% for the CS strategy. By construction, decile one of TS0 strategy invests in more extreme losers than the CSstrategy;theaverageformationperiodreturnfordecileoneis−31%forTS0and−26%for CS strategy. These extreme losers perform worse leading to a lower return for decile one and correspondingly higher return for winner minus loser return for TS0 strategy versus CS strategy.
Similar effects obtain for 12x1 strategy. Our findings here further show that TS and CS strategies perform differently largely due to the difference in their active exposure to the market index.
Risk-adjusted returns
This section examines the risk-adjusted returns (alphas) of the CS and TS strategies. We also examine the alphas for the TS minus the risk premia and market timing components of the TS strategy. The monthly risk premium (RP t ) and the market timing (MT t ) components are: Table 6 presents CAPM and three-factor alphas for TS, TS−RP, TS−RP−MT, and CS strategies. This analysis allows us to further assess the extent to which aggregate market driven component and individual stock driven components of TS strategies contribute to its difference from CS strategies.
The results indicate that TS and CS alphas are significantly for the 1x1 and 60x60
strategies. The CAPM alphas (t-statistics) for the 1x1 strategy TS and CS strategies are 6.67%
(3.28) and −4.14% (−4.16) and for the 60x60 strategy they are 0.86% (0.66)and−3.06% (−5.74).
The alpha of for the 1x1 strategy is also significantly different from the CS alpha. For the other strategies, however, generally the TS−RP alphas are closer to CS alphas. None of the alphas for TS−RP−MT are significantly different from the CS alphas. For example, for the 1x1 strategy, the TS−RP−MT alpha is −3.20%, which is significantly negative.
The profitability of TS and CS strategies seemingly has opposite implications for shortand long-horizon behavior of individual stock prices. However, when we examine the sources of these differences, we find that different aspects of investments in the market portfolio account for the differences between these strategies. For the 1x1 strategy, the difference is due to market timing. Specifically, the TS strategy invests more in the market index following an up market and less following a down market, and thereby exploits the positive serial correlation in index returns.
If the objective were to profit from market timing, one could directly take appropriate long or short positions in the market rather than indirectly achieve the same result through the TS strategy. Therefore, this component of the TS strategy should not be used to make inferences about behavior of individual stock prices.
International asset classes
As we discussed earlier, the literature finds that TS and CS strategies with assets and asset classes internationally find differences in their performances (e.g, MOP and Menkhoff et al., 2012) . Our analysis with individual stocks in the U.S. also finds differences between the performances of TS and CS strategies, but our deeper analysis shows that these differences are 13 entirely attributable to underlying pattern of investments in the aggregate market inherent in the TS strategies and they do not shed new light on the behavior of individual stock returns. This section compares the performance of TS and CS strategies with international assets.
Data
We collect data on similar asset classes as those in MOP (2012). Specifically, we collect returns on 17 equity indices, 21 bond indices, 24 commodities, and 8 currencies. Data are collected from a variety of sources details on which are provided in Appendix Table A1 . Data availability varies depending on the index (also provided in Table A1 ) but, following MOP, we restrict the data sample to 1985 to 2013. All returns are denominated in U.S. dollar terms. Please note that these data are similar but not exactly the same as those used by MOP. For instance, MOP construct returns by splicing returns from nearest-to-maturity futures contracts while we use spot returns. While future returns better reflect the tradability of these contracts, our use of spot returns is closer to that used in the traditional literature.
Time-series and cross-sectional strategies
We construct returns to TS and CS strategies as before. We do this analysis for all asset classes and separately for individual asset classes. Table 7 presents the raw returns for these strategies. Since we now have multiple asset classes, we report the results for four formation and holding periods (1, 3, 12 and 60 months), and we omit the other two for brevity.
When we consider all assets, the raw returns are qualitatively similar for TS and CS strategies. For example, both strategies earn significantly positive returns for the 1x1, 3x1, and 12x1 strategies but not for the 60x1 strategies. The TS strategies earn bigger returns than the corresponding CS strategies partly due to the fact that it is a net long strategy. All: not a whole lot of difference.
We see striking differences between TS and CS strategies when we consider equity indices and bond indices. For example, a number of equity index strategies earn significantly positive returns but with the exception of the 3x12 strategy, none of the CS strategies earn 14 significant returns. We see a similar pattern for the bond indices as well. In contrast, the TS and CS strategies earn qualitatively similar returns for commodities and currencies. all asset classes, one-month holding period strategies are always more profitable than longer holding periods for both TS and CS strategies. For example, the excess returns for the 3x3 strategies are 3.92% and 2.91% compared with 8.43% and 6.55% for the 3x1 strategies. In fact, the alphas for the longer holding periods are not reliably different from zero for longer holding periods. We find similar results when the strategies are implemented with each asset class as well.
These results indicate that the profitability of past returns based strategies are more short-lived for indices and other asset classes than for individual stocks.
For a one-month holding period, both TS and CS strategies earn significantly positive alphas for one-and three-month formation periods and significantly negative alpha for 60-month formation periods. For example TS strategy the alphas (t-statistic) are 8.42% (3.34) for the 3x1 strategy and −6.32% (−2.52) for the 60x1 strategy, and 6.58% (3.04) and −6.95% (−3.28) for the corresponding CS strategies.
Unlike in the case of all assets, TS and CS alphas are significantly different for Equity indices. For example, the alpha (t-statistic) for 1x1 TS strategy is 10.30% (2.05) compared with −1.58% (−0.89) for the CS strategy. Similarly, the 60x1 TS strategy earns −10.76% alpha compared with −0.64% for the CS strategy. For bond indices, the TS strategy earns significantly 15 positive returns for short formation periods while the alphas for corresponding CS strategies are not different from zero.
The alphas with commodities and currencies are generally similar for both TS and CS strategies. For example, both TS and CS strategies with commodities earn positive returns for 1x1
and negative returns for the 60x1. For currencies, only the 3x1 strategy earns significantly positive alpha for both TS and CS strategies. Table 8 also presents the alphas after adjusting for the risk premium and market timing components. These components do not affect the alphas significantly for the strategies implemented with all assets, only commodities or only currencies. The finding reflects the evidence that the alphas for TS and CS strategies were about equal to begin with, and hence the components that could potentially account for any differences are not significant.
In the case of equity and bond indices, the alphas for the TS strategy and the TS−RP strategies are about equal. However, the TS−RP−MT alphas are significantly (?) smaller than the TS alphas for both 1x1 and 3x1 strategies with equity indices and with bond indices. For instance, the alpha (t-statistics) for the 1x1 strategy with equity indices is 10.30% (2.05) for TS compared with −1.90% (−1.49) for TS−RP−MT. The alphas for TS−RP−MT are about the same as the corresponding alphas for the CS strategies for both equity indices and bond indices. Therefore, for these asset classes any differences between TS and CS strategies are due to the implicit market timing strategy implemented by the time-variation in net long positions in the aggregate index inherent in the TS strategy rather than any differences in the selection if individual asses.
MOP present a somewhat different comparison of the performance their time-series strategies with cross-sectional strategies. They regress the profits of their TS strategy (which they refer to as "TSMOM") against cross-sectional momentum factors as in Asness et al. (2104) , constructed with the same set of assets to examine whether the TS approach provides incremental returns. They find that TSMOMs earn significantly positive abnormal returns after controlling for cross-sectional momentum. So a natural question that arises is, why do we reach a different conclusion?
TSMOM and CS factors differ on a number of other dimensions besides the fact that the former factors are constructed based on the time-series of individual asset returns and the latter using cross-sectional differences in returns. As we explained earlier, the net long active position 16 of TSMOM is nonzero every month and the average net long position is also zero. In contrast the CS factor takes a zero net active position and hence a part of return difference is compensation for bearing risk. TSMOM scales the position in each asset by its standard deviation, but the TS strategy we examine does not similarly scale the positions. We found that scaling by standard deviation results in larger net long positions than the unscaled strategy, and hence the impact of the net long position is larger on TSMOM. Also, as we show in Table 8 , the market timing inherent in the time-series strategy explains any remaining difference between TS and CS strategies.
Time-series strategies with financial ratios
The literature on stock return predictability use financial ratios as predictors as well. Some of the popular ratios that predict returns are book/market, gross profit/assets, asset growth and accruals/assets. 4 This literature typically follows the cross-sectional approach, and ranks stocks based on selected ratios at a particular point in time to forms predictive portfolios. We can also use a time-series approach and assign stocks to different portfolios by ranking stocks relative to their own past history.
The behavioral as well as rational explanations for return predictability based on these ratios in the literature are consistent with both time-series and cross-sectional strategies. For example, Fama and French (1996) argue that high book/market ratio stocks (value stocks) earn higher return than low book/market ratio stocks (growth stocks) because they are riskier.
However, Lakonishok, Shleifer, and Vishny (1993) argue that value stocks earn higher returns than growth stocks because they are relatively underpriced. The cross-sectional strategies use the cross-sectional distribution of book/market ratios to identify value and growth stocks.
Theseexplanationsalso suggest that astock'shistorical ratioscould be usedto identify when stocks are in growth or value phase. For example, if the riskiness of a stock varies over time, then periods when its book/market ratio is large would suggest that the stock is underpriced and overpriced otherwise. Therefore, whether the time-series distribution or the cross-sectional distribution of the ratios provides a better benchmark for categorizing stocks as value stock or growth stocks can only be determined empirically.
This section compares the performances of cross-sectional and time-series strategies using book/market, gross profit/assets, asset growth and accruals/assets as predictors. Book/market is the ratio of the book value of equity to the market value of equity. The book value is calculated as in Fama and French (2008) . Gross profit/assets is the ratio of gross profit to total assets. Accruals/assets is the ratio of accruals to assets where accruals are defined as the change in (currentassets−cashandshort-terminvestments−currentliabilities+ short-term debt + taxes payable) less depreciation. Asset growth is the percentage change in total assets. All accounting variables are assumed to be known six months after the fiscal year-end.
For the CS strategy, at the end of June of each year, we sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their characteristic in excess of the cross-sectional average. The portfolios are kept for one year from July of the formation year to June of the next year. We go long (short) in stocks with returns higher (lower) than the cross-sectional average. The returns to CS strategy are then difference between the returns to the long and short portfolios then given by:
where X is the sorting characteristic and () NN  are the number of stocks with this characteristic higher (lower) than the cross-sectional average. By construction, the CS strategy invests $1 each month on both the long and the short sides.
For the TS strategy, we sort stocks based on their characteristic in excess of their own historical median over the last five years (using means instead of medians has no impact on our results). We go long (short) in stocks with excess returns higher (lower) than zero. The return to TS strategy is given by:
where N is the total number of stocks. The TS strategy is, therefore, not a zero net long strategy in general. The portfolios are rebalanced at the end of June of each year and kept for subsequent 12 months.
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Please note that we sort stocks into only two portfolios whereas the literature typically uses quintiles or deciles. This means that, since the spread in the sorting variable is less extreme for our strategies, the returns to our strategies are also going to be less than those reported in the extant studies. Finally, as before, we do a decomposition of the difference between TS and CS returns into risk premia (RP), market timing (MT), and stock selection (SS) component. Table 9 presents the results. For book/market, the excess returns (t-statistics) for the TS and CS strategies are 4.91% (2.43) and 2.56% (2.99), respectively. The TS strategy has a net long position of 15.15% and the associated risk premium (RP) component is 1.46%. 5 The market timing (MT) component of the book/market TS strategy is 4.16%, which is significantly positive.
This result is consistent with the evidence in Kothari and Shanken (1997) and Pontiff and Schall (1998) who find that larger aggregate book/market ratios predicts larger future market returns.
The time-series book/market strategy takes a relatively bigger net long position when more individual stocks have book/market ratios greater than their historical medians. Empirically, when more individual stocks have book/market ratios greater than their historical median stocks, the market book/market ratio is also bigger than its historical median.
To evaluate the ability of the TS strategy to determine when a particular stock will earn relatively high or low returns, we compute TS−RP−MT since RP and MT components are related to the performance of the aggregate market. TS−RP−MT for the book/market strategy is −0.71% which is not statistically significant. Therefore, the cross-sectional distribution of the book/market ratio provides a better benchmark to identify value and growth stocks that the time-series distribution.
However, the results are not identical across the other characteristics that we analyze. For instance, for gross profit/assets sorts, we find that the TS (CS) strategies yield 2.08% (2.00) and 1.00% (1.27). TS profits are, thus, higher than those of CS even though negative average net long of−11.86%resultsin−1.10%RPcomponent.Nevertheless,TS−RP−MT profits are 2.12% (4.86)
implying that the time-series benchmark is better than the cross-sectional benchmark for gross profit/assets-based strategies.
Both TS and CS strategies give similar returns for sorts based on asset growth. However, the returns to TS−RP−MT are statistically insignificant implying the superiority of crosssectional benchmark. Finally, accruals based strategies are roughly similar in terms of benchmark asthereturnsof−1.14%(−1.82)toTS−RP−MT aresimilartothoseofreturnsof−1.25%(−2.01) to CS strategy. To summarize, unlike for returns, for accounting ratios, TS and CS benchmarks yield different information.
Conclusions
The literature on return predictability typically uses cross-sectional distributions of selected variables to form predictive portfolios. Some recent papers examine the performance of strategies that form predictive portfolios based on the time-series distribution of past return of each individual asset. MOP (2012) find significant abnormal returns for their time-series strategies with international assets after adjusting for the profitability of the corresponding crosssectional strategies. In contrast, Menkhoff, Sarno, Schmeling, and Schrimpf (2012) report that cross-sectional strategies with currencies outperform time-series strategies.
We first examine time-series and cross-sectional strategies with U.S. stocks using past returns as predictor variables. We also find striking differences in the profitability of these strategies. We analytically decompose the differences between time-series and cross-sectional strategies into the following three components (i) risk premium (ii) market timing and (iii) asset selection. We find that for the US stocks the differences are entirely accounted for by the net long positions and the market timing inherent in the time-series strategy.
We also repeat our analysis for a sample of international asset classes and find evidence that the difference between the profitability of time-series and cross-sectional strategies is mostly due to risk premia and market timing components. Thus, while the existence of profitable strategies based on past returns for highly diversified and different asset classes remains a puzzle, the additional gains, if any, from using the time-series approach to forming these portfolios are due to mechanical market timing or additional risk-taking.
We also compare TS and CS strategies using financial ratios of individual U.S. stocks as predictor variables. The variables we consider are book/market, gross profit/assets, asset growth and accruals/assets. The TS book/market strategy is profitable only because of the market timing 20 and risk premium components but the CS book/market strategy profits from stock selection. The TS strategy with asset growth is not profitable after accounting for the risk premium component.
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Appendix A1: Decomposition of the difference between TS and CS
In this appendix, we present the decomposition of the difference between the TS and CS strategy returns. Let the portfolio formation date be t−1 and the total number of stocks at t−1 is 
When the average past return at time t−1 is positive, it is likely (though not necessary) that the net long position is also positive. Under this scenario, it can be easily shown that tt ww  Thus, the time-series strategy puts less weight on stocks in Group 3 but more weight on stocks in Groups 1 and 2 relative to the cross-sectionalstrategy.This'stockselection'component accounts for the first difference in the returns on the time-series and the cross-sectional strategy. More insight into this difference can be obtained by taking the averages as: tt ww  Thus, the time-series strategy puts less weight on stocks in Group 1 and 2 but relatively more weight on stocks in Groups 3 relative to the cross-sectional strategy.AS before, this 'stock selection' component accounts for the first difference in the returns on the time-series and the cross-sectional strategy. As before, the averages return differences are given by:
  We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. The table reports the difference in the annualized returns following these two strategies as well as the decomposition of this difference into three components related to risk premia, market timing, and stock selection (please refer to text for details).'Netlong'isaveragenetlongposition(inpercentage) of the time-series strategy while 'Post return' is the average annualized holding period return on an equal-weighted index of stocks included in the portfolio sorts. Numbers in parentheses are the corresponding t-statistics. We report statistics only for those strategies where the holding period is equal to the formation period (corresponding to diagonal entries in Table 2 ). We use only non-microcap stocks at the time of sorting. A stock is defined as non-microcap if it is above the 20 th percentile of NYSE market capitalization. The sample period is 1946 to 2013. We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. The table reports the difference in the annualized returns following these two strategies as well as the decomposition of this difference into three components related to risk premia, market timing, and stock selection (please refer to text for details).'Netlong'isaveragenetlongposition(inpercentage)ofthetime-series strategy while 'Post return' is the average annualized holding period return on an equal-weighted index of stocks included in the portfolio sorts. Numbers in parentheses are the corresponding t-statistics. We report statistics only for those strategies where the holding period is equal to the formation period (corresponding to diagonal entries in Table 2 ). We use only non-microcap stocks at the time of sorting. A stock is defined as non-microcap if it is above the 20 th percentile of NYSE market capitalization. The sample period of 1946 to 2013 is divided into January and non-January months in Panels A and B, respectively. We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following a cross-sectional (CS) strategy and a zero net long time-series strategy (TS0). The CS strategy sorts stocks into five portfolios (numbers 1 to 5) with prior raw returns lower than the cross-sectional average and five portfolios (numbers 6 to 10) with prior raw returns higher than the cross-sectional average. The TS0 strategy sorts stocks into five portfolios (numbers 1 to 5) with prior raw returns lower than the risk-free rate and five portfolios (numbers 6 to 10) with prior raw returns higher than the risk-free rate. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month. The table reports the annualized returns in excess of risk-free rate of all the deciles as well as a long-short decile following these strategies. Numbers in parentheses are the corresponding t-statistics. We use only non-microcap stocks at the time of sorting. A stock is defined as non-microcap if it is above the 20 th percentile of NYSE market capitalization. The sample period is 1946 to 2013. We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the riskfree rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equal-weighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. We decompose the difference in the returns into three components related to risk premia (RP), market timing (MT), and stock selection (SS) (please see text for further details). The table reports the annualized returns following the strategies TS, TS−RP, TS−RP−MT, and CS, as well as annualized CAPM alpha and Fama and French (1993) 3-factor model alpha. Numbers in parentheses are the corresponding t-statistics. We report statistics only for those strategies where the holding period is equal to the formation period (corresponding to diagonal entries in We sort asset classes based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. The We sort asset classes based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on their prior raw returns in excess of the cross-sectional average and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. We decompose the difference in the returns into three components related to risk premia (RP), market timing (MT), and stock selection (SS) (please see text for further details At the end of June of every year, we sort stocks based on a firm characteristic following either the time-series (TS) strategy or the cross-sectional (CS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on the firm characteristic in excess of its own past five-year median and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. The CS strategy sorts stocks into two equalweighted portfolios based on the firm characteristic in excess of the cross-sectional average at the time of sorting and the strategy returns are given by equation (1) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one year. The characteristics are book/market, gross profit/assets, asset growth and accruals/assets as predictors. Book/market is the ratio of the book value of equity to the market value of equity. The book value is calculated as in Fama and French (2008) . Gross profit/assets is the ratio of gross profit to total assets. Accruals/assets is the ratio of accrualstoassetswhereaccrualsaredefinedasthechangein(currentassets−cashandshortterminvestments−currentliabilities+short-term debt + taxes payable) less depreciation. Asset growth is the percentage change in total assets. All accounting variables are assumed to be known six months after the fiscal year-end. We calculate the returns to these two strategies as well as the decomposition of their difference into three components related to risk premia, market timing, and stock selection (please refer to text for details 
Figure 1: Net long positions for sorts based on time-series strategies
We sort stocks based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following the time-series (TS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. The figure shows the net long position for three strategies where the holding period is equal to the formation period and equal to 1/6/12/60 months. We use only non-microcap stocks at the time of sorting. A stock is defined as non-microcap if it is above the 20 th percentile of NYSE market capitalization. The sample period is 1946 to 2013. We sort asset classes based on prior returns during formation period ranging from one month to 60 months following the time-series (TS) strategy. The TS strategy sorts stocks based on their prior raw returns in excess of the risk-free rate and the strategy returns are given by equation (2) in the text. Portfolios are kept for a holding period of one month to 60 months. We use overlapping portfolios, as in Jegadeesh and Titman (1993) , for holding periods greater than one month. The figure shows the net long position for three strategies where the holding period is equal to the formation period and equal to 1/6/12/60 months. Details on asset classes are provided in the text. The sample period is 1985 to 2013. 
